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Programme

- See the workshop website: http://wp.lancs.ac.uk/bignlp2016/programme/
- Acceptance rate 60%
- Each paper is 15 minutes plus 5 minutes for questions
- Slide archive on the workshop website
- Demos?
Programme changes

• S2: Lightweight system for NE-tagged news headlines corpus creation
  – Kumar et al: presenter unable to travel to the conference so will be presented as a video

• S3: Large Scale Taxonomy Categorization for Noisy Product Listings
  – Das et al: withdrawn - accepted at EACL2017 on Friday

• S3: Efficient Natural Language Pre-processing for analysing large data sets
  – Belainine et al: author unable to travel due to financial issues and will not be presented
Future events ... 

- Feedback / data collection form 
  - URL to be emailed later 
  - Feel free to email me directly: p.rayson@lancaster.ac.uk 

- Future workshops? 
  - ACL / EMNLP / COLING 
  - IEEE Big Data 
  - Corpus Linguistics 
  - Other conferences?